SCHOOL NAME: __WISSAHICKON HS _____________________________________________

PIAA DISTRICT: __1_________ AAA (please circle one)

PLEASE NOTE: Failure to complete this form in full may subject the Team to disqualification from participation in the Tournament. Accuracy and completeness in individual player and doubles Team strength is mandatory.

NAME                      GRADE
1. MAUREEN DEVLIN         10
2. ANNE MARIE DEVLIN      12
3. DANIELLE MUSTIN        11
4. KATHLEEN FUH           11
5. DARCY HORN             11
6. NORA LANDELLS          12
7. CHRISTIE CESARINI      9
8. RACHEL KOCH_____________11
9. STEPHANIE JIN___________11
10. ROSE SEABROOK___________11

DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING LADDER LINE-UP

Each Team shall consist of three (3) singles players and two (2) doubles teams. Players may only play one event (singles or doubles). Each Team, listing players in descending order of ability, shall establish a ladder line-up from 1 to 10. The ladder submitted for the Team shall represent the strongest line-up for that Team. The first three (3) students shall play singles in the order that they are listed on the strength ladder line-up. Beginning with the fourth student listed on the strength ladder line-up, any four of the remaining seven students may comprise the doubles Teams. The doubles Team having the highest level of ability shall occupy the number 1 position and the doubles Team having the second highest level of ability shall occupy the number 2 position. No player shall be eligible for a doubles Team unless they are listed on the Team’s strength ladder lineup. Teams shall submit their strength ladder line-ups, which shall specify singles player #1, singles player #2, singles player #3, doubles Team #1, and doubles Team #2, at the beginning of the District Team Tennis Tournament. With the exception of authorized substitutions for illness, injury, or other extenuating circumstances (as determined by the appropriate Tournament Director), a Team’s strength ladder line-up may not be changed throughout the respective District and Inter-District Team Tennis Tournaments.

2011 PIAA GIRLS’ TEAM TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

**NAME OF TEAM:** _WISSAHICKON HS___________________________ AAA (please circle one)

**COACH:** MARY ELLEN DEVLIN

**DATE:** __________________________

**SITE:** __________________________

**ROUND:** __________________________

---

**TEAM LINE-UP**

**FIRST SINGLES:** MAUREEN DEVLIN

**SECOND SINGLES:** ANNE MARIE DEVLIN

**THIRD SINGLES:** DANIELLE MUSTIN

**FIRST DOUBLES:** KATHLEEN FUH

DARCY HORN

**SECOND DOUBLES:** NORA LANDELLS

CHRISTIE CESARINI

---

**COACH SIGNATURE** _________________________________

**PIAA DISTRICT TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR’S SIGNATURE** ___________________________

---

THIS LINE-UP FORM MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE COACH AND PRESENTED TO THE PIAA TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR / MATCH MANAGER UPON ARRIVAL AT THE SITE FOR EACH PIAA INTER-DISTRICT GIRLS’ TEAM TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH.